Absrroct-Multi-channel recording of electroencephalogram (EEG) provides a measure of spatial-temporal pattern of cognitive processes. When oscillatory activities are going to he studied, the limcdomain EEG signal can be analyzed Yia Fourier or wavelet transform. However the loss of temporal information after Fourier transform and the nnavailahility of phase information in wavelet transform limit their applicability in EEG analysis. In this paper, multi-channel Fourier packet transform is introduced. The algorithm resembles the wavelet packet transform by its binary tree search for an optimal selection of orthogonal basis, but extends the application lo the multi-channel scenario. It aims to provide a sparse signal representation to localize features in the spatial-spectral-temporal domain. Since the decomposed stoms are spatially coherent components, analysis of time-uaQing synchrony across scalp locations is then possible.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional frequency-based analysis of EEG activities by partitioning frequency axis into delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma bands has provided a useful tool for classification of mental states. For example, during eye-closed relaxation one exhibits prominent increase in alpha power. In earty sleep stage, high amplitude delta wave will evolve. Apart from this, EEG coherence analysis, which is the measure of correlation between signals in the frequency domain, allows us to study how information flows through the brain. However transfomi of time-domain EEG data into frequency domain results in loss of temporal information. With the introduction of wavelet and time-frequency transforms, simultaneous analysis in time and frequency domain is then feasible.
By continuous wavelet transform (CWT) on individual EEG channel using complex kernels such as the Morlet wavelet, both the power and phase information in EEG can be extracted with desired temporal and spectral resolution. Combining the CWT of all the EEG channels will show how coherent the brain locations are and the phase relationship among them [I] . However it is computationally inefficient to evaluate CWT for highdensity EEG. Also it would he difficult to extract features from the transformed coefficients as they are highly redundant.
On the other hand, discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and wavelet packet transform (WP) allow fast decomposition of signal using orthogonal bases [Z] . WP supports an optimal time-frequency tiling which is adaptive in nature. However both DWT and WP adopt real orthogonal bases and therefore no phase information can he obtained from the transformed coefficients.
In this paper, we introduce multi-channel decomposition using block Fourier basis. The objective of the decomposition is to seek for a sparse representation for the multi-channel signal such that spatially coherent spectral power is optimally localized in the time-frequency domain. Since Fourier basis is complex orthogonal basis, channel-0-7803-7944-6 03 to-channel phase difference can also be investigated from the transformed coefficients. At each level of signal decomposition, the signal is partitioned in the time domain with equal interval by the dilated rectangular time window. Each partitioned signal can then be transformed by the orthogonal block Fourier basis. The rectangular window is dilated at each level to obtain different tiling in the time-frequency domain. At lower level, high spectral resolution but low temporal resolution will be obtained. At higher level, low spectral resolution but high temporal resolution will be obtained.
METHODOLOGY

A . Block Fourier
B. Best Orthogono/ Basis
Combining the bases in all the level, the representation is over-complete. To look for the optimal basis, we would like to decompose the signal I with orthogonal bases {ej), The entropy minimization can be performed by an efficient binary tree search in a bottom-up manner [3] . The entropy at the nodes is compared across adjacent levels such that time partition will be merged if entropy at upper level is smaller than the lower level. At a result of the search process, an optimal tiling in the time-frequency domain can be found.
C. Exrensiori to Multivariate Data
For multivariate data {.rj): the decomposition for individual channel j can be similarly expressed as x . I = C a i . j e i with the global entropy measure being Similar binary tree search can be performed resulting in a global optimal time-frequency tiling for all the channels.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To demonstrate the proposed decomposition, we use ERF' data captured by the I2S-channel EEG systeni in an 17.00 2003 IEEE.
auditory oddball experiment. Subjects were presented with frequent (standard) tone at I000Hz and infrequent (target) tone at 15OOHz. Button press response was required for evaluation of correct stimulus classification. Fig.1 shows the averaged ERP for one of the subjects. The transform is performed on the averaged ERP, resulting in an optimal time-frequency tiling of the multichannel data as showed in F i g 2 The Heisenberg boxes in Fig.2 represent not only the optimal time-frequency tiling for a single EEG channel, but for the whole 128 channels. Each box represents the exact coherent component among all the channels, since it is the same Fourier atom for all channels within a particular time interval and frequency. It is the transformed vector coefficient for each box that provides a measure of the synchronized power and phase distribution o v a the scalp. Fig.3 and 4 show the maps for some DC and oscillatory components respectively. In Fig.3 , the DC maps within two successive time intervals are shown. This is similar to traditional ERP topographic map which s h o w how activated brain regions propagate over time. Fig.4 renders the magnitude and phase distribution for a particular oscillatory component. Within the time interval, the magnitude map represents the exactly coherent power over the scalp at a particular frequency. How the coherent power flows across locations can be observed by the phase map.
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IV. CONCLUSION
A multi-channel transform for EEG is constructed based on block Fourier basis and best orthogona'l basis selection.
Based on the proposed algorithm, an optimal timefrequency tiling for the multi-channel s i y a l is possible. The aim is to seek for an opti:mal reprer,entation for the signal so that transformed coefficients a:re sparse in the spatial, spectral and temporal domain. Each vector of coefficients with respect to ii particular atom in the dictionary then represents the coherent power across all the EEG electrode locations, and the phase re1,ationship among them.
